In general, the interpretation of the laws of the Nordic countries has to a great extent been bound to statements made in the preparatory works (travaux préparatoires) by the Government or by a committee appointed by the Government as well as by the Parliamentary Committee that prepares the law for acceptance by Parliament.
3 Nowadays, this is true for areas of law not founded on EU legislation 4 -such as moral rights in copyright law.
In the middle of the last century, the governments in the Nordic Countries appointed separate committees to propose new copyright legislation in each country. However, the committees cooperated to a great extent and their respective proposed copyright legislation, which was later adopted by the national parliaments, turned out to be almost identical. 5 Of all the reports, the report of the Committee appointed by the Swedish Government is held by courts, legal scholars and practitioners in all the Nordic countries to be the most authoritative source of interpretation, not the least because it is the most extensive one. 6 In this chapter on moral rights in the Nordic countries, reference will therefore be made mainly to the Swedish Copyright Act ("SCA") 7 and its preparatory works. 8 Reference will also be made to relevant case law from the Swedish Supreme Court and from the Supreme Courts in the other Nordic countries (except Iceland), 9 and to legal literature. In cases E.C.R.I-S791 at [13] "Where a national court is called upon to interpret national law, whether the provisions in question were adopted before or after the directive concerned, it is required to do so, so far as possible, in the light of the wording and the purpose of the directive in order to achieve the result pursued by the latter. . . [] That applies notwithstanding any contrary interpretation which may arise from the travaux préparatoires for the national rule." 5 The Nordic legislative collaboration in the area of copyright law, for which the Swedish Government took the formal initiative, began in 1938. The process was delayed by the Second World War. Originally, also Iceland had been invited, but the country did not actively participate in the collaboration. Offi cial Government Reports were published in Norway in 1950, Denmark in 1951, Finland in 1953 and Sweden 1956. National laws followed closely on each other: Sweden adopted its new Copyright Act on December 30, 1960 and the other countries adopted theirs in the period of May to July 1961. The collaborative work resulted in four new national Copyright Acts with almost overall conformity in substance and great similarities in linguistic form. 6 Cf. per J. Nordell, "National report on moral rights in Sweden" (1993) ALAI p.399; and S.
Strömholm, "Upphovsrätten som nationell disciplin-exemplet droit moral" (2005) i. introduction and historical background where the SCA does not have a corresponding provision, reference will be made to the Copyright Acts of Norway ("NCA"), 10 Denmark ("DCA") 11 and Finland ("FCA") 12 respectively. The moral rights acknowledged in the Nordic Countries are the right of paternity (droit à la paternité) and the right of integrity (droit au respect). They adhere closely to the minimum rights of art.6bis of the Berne Convention.
With slight variations in the wording, the Copyright Acts of the Nordic countries also provide for a specifi c provision for the protection of the "cultural interest": if a work, whose author is deceased, is made available to the public or reproduced in a manner which violates cultural interests, a court may upon complaint from an authority appointed by the Government, issue an injunction restraining such performance or reproduction under penalty of a fi ne.
The Nordic legislators have abstained from introducing rules on a specifi c "moral" right of disclosure (droit de publier, droit de divulgation). The rationale for this decision is that the economic rights conferred on the authorthe exclusive right to reproduce copies of a work and make it available to the public-are held to give him adequate protection against unauthorised publication.
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The FCA and NCA provide for provisions on a right to access (droit d'accès), i.e. a right for the author, under certain circumstances, to get access to an original copy of his work even when it has passed into the hands of a third party.
Lastly, no provisions on a right of reconsideration or retraction (droit de repentir) exist in any of the Nordic countries.
The moral rights of paternity and integrity apply, mutatis mutandis, also to performers and photographers. use of works, e.g. in broadcasting and other forms of mass-communication. 15 It has also been suggested that the rights of paternity and integrity are rather vague and thus open to considerable interpretation.
16
Historical background 17 The Swedish Freedom of the Press Act ("FPA") of 1810 (amended in 1812) contained provisions according to which the author of a printed work acquired exclusive rights to his work. 18 A new Act on reproductions of works of fi ne art was enacted in 1867 and 10 years later the provisions on the protection of printed works in the FPA were relocated to a new Act on ownership of literary works. The latter Act contained some minor and disparate provisions on the author's "personal relationship" to his work, but they were quite subordinate to the provisions on protection of the economic interests of authors. The amendments to the Swedish copyright legislation which were initiated by Sweden's accession to the Berne Convention in 1904 had no impact on the provisions concerning the author's personal relation to his work. It was not until the adoption in 1919 of the Acts on the protection for literary and musical works, works of fi ne art and photographic pictures that the protection of the author's personal relationship to his work was given full recognition in Swedish law.
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New legislative work began soon after the revision of the Berne Convention at the Rome conference in 1928, where art.6bis had been introduced. However, this work resulted in only minor amendments (introduced in 1931), since the Swedish legislator took the view that the provisions then existing were suffi cient in substance in relation to art.6bis. However, the provision requiring acknowledgment of the author only applied to acts of reproduction, but not of public performance as this was considered impractical. As regards the right of the author to prevent distortions of his work, the law provided that he could object to such acts. Further, the provisions on the 15 J. Rosén ii. membership of conventions "right of paternity" and the "right of integrity" (also referred to as "right of individuality") were non-mandatory and could be set aside by an agreement between the author and the exploiter of his work.
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At the time of the revision of the copyright laws of the Nordic countries in the middle of the last century, the Swedish legislator rectifi ed some of the deficiencies of the provisions referred to. The amendments of the provisions on moral rights in Swedish law were also made necessary by the amendments to art.6bis of the Berne Convention at the Brussels Conference in 1948. Among other things, plain non-waivable rights of "paternity" and "integrity" were introduced. The legislator deliberately also set out to clarify, at national level, some of the "ambiguities" regarding art.6bis, identifi ed at the international level. For example, the "right of integrity" was drafted so that it focussed on the author's reputation or honour (the word "individuality" or "uniqueness" is used in the SCA to make explicit that the protection covers the author's personal relationship with his work, not only his social status as an author) as an author-not as a citizen.
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II. Membership of Conventions 22
Sweden has ratifi ed all the major conventions in the copyright fi eld. However, these conventions are not self-executing since Sweden follows a dualistic approach in public international law. To obtain legal eff ect, they must be transposed into national legislation. This has been done as regards all major conventions, thus assigning national protection to most foreigners and foreign works and, to the extent that this is provided for in the relevant conventions, also to neighbouring right holders.
Sweden has ratifi ed the following conventions:
• 
III. Present National Legislation on Moral Rights
The principal moral rights acknowledged in Nordic copyright law are the right of paternity and the right of integrity. In the SCA and the Copyright Acts of the other Nordic countries, provisions on these moral rights are contained in s.3. In Finland and Norway, there are also provisions on a right of access (FCA s.52a and NCA s.49).
As regards the right of paternity, s.3 p.1 of the SCA stipulates that the name of the author must be stated to the extent and in the manner required by proper usage when copies are made of a work, or when it is made available to the public. On the right of integrity, s.3 para.2 states that a work may not be changed in a manner which is prejudicial to the author's literary or artistic reputation or to his individuality, nor may it be made available to the public in such a form or in such a context as is prejudicial in the manner stated. Section 3 para.3 states that the author may, with binding eff ect, waive his right under s.3 only in relation to uses that are limited as to their character and scope.
The prerequisite to obtain copyright protection-and thus moral rights protection-to a work is provided in s.1 of the SCA. There it is stated that "Anyone who has created a literary or artistic work shall have copyright in that work". In order to be protected as a literary or artistic work, the work has to be the result of an "individual, intellectual creation". This is the traditional criterion of originality ("verkshöjd") in Nordic copyright law. The preparatory works state that the work must be a product that has been:
" [R] raised to a certain degree of independence and originality; at least to some extent, the expression of the individuality of the author is necessary; a purely mechanical production is not satisfactory". 24 Thus, in conformity with the EU acquis communautaire, it is only the individual expression of the author which can be protected as a work. Indeed, the traditional droit d'auteur idea that literary and artistic creation constitutes to a particularly high degree an involvement and expression of the innermost personality of the author and that the work thus always remains his "spiritual off spring" permeates Nordic copyright law as a whole 26 -or at least used to before the extensive EU harmonisation. In any case this idea still fi nds support in the provisions on moral rights (which have not been subject to such harmonisation).
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The literary or artistic quality, quantity, style, manner, or ethical value of the work is irrelevant so far as its eligibility for copyright protection is concerned. 28 Pornographic pictures and movies and computer viruses may also be regarded as protected works. 29 Hence, the purpose of the author in creating the work is irrelevant to its protection, 30 as is the fact that a work may be the result of substantial eff ort or labour.
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The concepts of "literary" or "artistic" works are to be given a broad There is no requirement for a work to be fi xed in tangible form to be protected by the SCA. Thus an improvised speech or a musical improvisation may be eligible for copyright protection.
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The moral right of paternity applies to all categories of works. The same goes for the right of integrity, with an exception for buildings or utilitarian objects (applied art) in certain cases. 35 The right of access in Finland is limited to "works of fi ne art", whereas this right in Norway is limited to "original copies" of a work.
In Sweden, economic and moral rights are separated from each other. The main provision on economic rights is s.2 of the SCA. Copyright is stated as including the exclusive right to exploit the work by making copies of it and by making it available to the public, be it in the original or an altered manner, in translation or adaptation, in another literary or artistic form, or in another technical manner. The exclusive right is, however, limited in several aspects. These provisions are mainly contained in Ch.2 of the SCA. 36 However, the limitations and exceptions only concern economic rights, not moral rights. Section 11 para.1 (the fi rst section of Ch.2) of the SCA states that "the provisions of this Chapter do not limit the author's right under Section 3, except as provided for in Section 26c." 37 Section 11 para.2 of the SCA provides for additional moral rights to be respected when the work is used on the basis of a limitation or an exception in Ch.2 of the SCA. It states that "[W] when a work is used publicly on the basis of the provisions in this Chapter, the source must be stated to the extent and in the manner required by proper usage, and the work may not be altered more than necessary for the use."
According to this provision, not only the name of the author but also the "source", i.e. the title of a book, magazine etc. from which a work is borrowed, must be mentioned. 38 Further, the prohibition against undue alterations when a work is used on the basis of a limitation or an exception in Ch.2 of the SCA is more far-reaching than the prohibition against changes that are prejudicial to the author's individuality or reputation according to the moral rights provisions in s.3 of the SCA. The right to make alterations must be interpreted strictly. Only such alterations as are necessary for the authorised use are permitted.
39
A. Benefi ciaries of protection of moral rights (i) Authors
As mentioned above, anyone who creates a literary or artistic work is entitled to the copyright, including the moral rights, in that work. Thus, the author, composer, or artist who has created the work is considered to be the initial owner of the copyright. Section 7 of the SCA provides a rule of presumption: the person whose name or generally known pseudonym or signature appears in the usual manner on copies of a work or when it is made available to the public, shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be deemed to be its author. The initial owner must be a natural person. A minor can also be an author. 
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Co-authorship
A main principle is that the author's exclusive rights are strictly individual.
If there are co-authors to a work, the rights are to be shared between the authors. If such a division is impossible, s.6 of the Nordic Copyright Acts states that the copyright in works with two or more authors whose contributions do not constitute independent works, shall belong to the authors jointly. However, each of them may bring action for infringement.
Works created in employment relationships etc.-Even if only natural persons can be the initial owners of copyright, a legal entity can subsequently acquire the ownership of the economic rights, e.g. by means of an employment contract or other agreement. According to legal doctrine and case law a "rule of thumb" applies in employment relationships. It says that an employer acquires such economic rights as are necessary for the normal running of his business, etc. However, even if the economic rights are transferred to the employer because the work is made in the course of an employment, it is the general rule that the moral rights still belong to the employee. A slight deviation from this general rule applies to computer programs created in the course of an employment (see below).
Computer programs created in the course of an employment.-The copyright in a computer program created by an employee as part of his tasks or following instructions by the employer is transferred to the employer unless otherwise agreed. 40 Both the economic and the moral rights are deemed to be transferred to the employer. 41 It means that an employed creator of a computer program cannot claim his right of authorship or right of integrity as would otherwise be the case under s.3 of the SCA. 42 It is the employer who has the right to enforce these rights. 43 The employer may also transfer the economic rights. However, it is probably not possible for the employer to transfer the moral rights. 44 According to the travaux préparatoires, the reasons behind including not only the economic, but also the moral rights, in the transfer to the employer, are that computer software normally has a commercial purpose and involves signifi cant investment; that moral rights often are of subordinate interest with regard to computer software; and the importance for the employers to be able to amend and adapt computer software. 45 Audiovisual works.-The general rule of co-authorship in s.6 of the SCA also applies to audiovisual works. 46 Thus, the copyright in an audiovisual work-unless otherwise agreed-belongs to the co-authors jointly. However, in order to solve the problems related to the large number of co-authors, 47 s.39 of the SCA prescribes that, unless otherwise agreed, a transfer of the right to record a literary or artistic work on a fi lm (normally to a producer) includes the right to make the work available to the public, through the fi lm, in cinemas, on television, or otherwise, and to make spoken parts of the fi lm available in textual form (e.g. subtitles), or to translate them into another language (e.g. dubbing). The provision does not apply to musical works.
According to its wording, s.39 only covers the right of making available, as it does not mention the right of reproduction. However, it is clear from the travaux préparatoires that the fi lm company that is entitled to make the fi lm available to the public also has the right to produce necessary copies for that purpose. 48 As mentioned above, s.39 makes an exception for music. Hence the presumption of transfer of rights does not cover works of music. The rationale for this exception is the special characteristic of the music business where composers normally have transferred their rights to collective management organisations, which generally do not assign the rights to make the musical works available to the public to fi lm companies.
(ii) Performers
The moral rights of performers are granted to "a person who performs". In accordance with international provisions, the SCA provides protection for performances of literary or artistic works or expressions of folklore. 50 Thus, as for authors and their works, moral rights in relation to a performance will only arise in relation to performances by human beings.
Similarly to what is said above regarding copyright, a legal entity can subsequently become the owner of the economic rights to a performance, e.g. by means of an employment contract or other agreement. Hence, the 46 
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above-mentioned "rule of thumb" generally applies to performers as well. However, as in the case of copyright, the moral rights cannot be transferred. The provision in s.39 also applies in respect of performers' rights. 51 Moreover, with regard to performers' rights, the provision also applies to performers of musical works.
52
Photographers.-In cases where a photograph does not fulfi l the criterion of originality to be eligible for copyright protection as a photographic work, the Nordic Copyright Acts provide for a neighbouring right for persons (photographers) who produce a "photographic picture". Photographers are nevertheless given the same moral rights in their photographic pictures as authors have with respect to their works.
Foreign rightholders
In general, moral rights can be enforced by foreign authors in accordance with the normal principles laid down in the Berne Convention and the Universal Copyright Convention. As regards authors, the general rule on the direct applicability of the SCA, i.e. the application of the SCA to works with generally speaking a Swedish origin or Swedish connection, is stated in s.60 of the SCA. The provisions of the SCA are directly applicable to: (i) works of Swedish nationals or persons habitually residing in Sweden 53 ; (ii) works fi rst published in Sweden or simultaneously in Sweden and outside the country 54 ; (iii) cinematographic works the producer of which has his headquarters or habitual residence in Sweden; 55 (iv) works of architecture constructed in Sweden; and (v) works of fi ne arts incorporated in a building situated in Sweden or in some other way permanently fi xed to the ground (SCA s.6 para.1). These criteria are not mutually exclusive, e.g. a cinematographic work which does not fulfi l the criteria under (iii) is still protected if it satisfi es the criteria under (i) or (ii).
The special provision in s.51 of the SCA on the protection of "cultural interests" applies to all literary and artistic works regardless of their origin (SCA s.6 para.3). 51 Cf. art.2.5 of the Directive 2006/115/EC on rental right and lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the fi eld of intellectual property (codifi ed version). 52 As s.45 para.3 only makes reference to the fi rst sentence of s.39, the last sentence of the latter section-on the exception for authors of music-does not apply to performers. 53 In the absence of proof to the contrary, a person shall be deemed to be the author of a work if his name or generally known pseudonym or signature appears in the usual manner on copies of the work or when it is made available to the public (SCA s.7). 54 A work is deemed to have been published when copies thereof have, with the consent of the author, been placed on sale or otherwise been distributed to the public (SCA s.8 para.2). As regards the notion "simultaneous publication", this shall be considered to have taken place if the work has been published in Sweden within thirty days from its publication abroad (SCA s.6 para.2). 55 As regards the notion "producer of a cinematographic work", this shall be deemed to be the person whose name appears on a cinematographic work in the usual manner, in the absence of proof to the contrary (s.60 para.2, last sentence).
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17-012 To meet the obligations of the international conventions in the area of copyright and related rights, to which Sweden is a party, s.62 of the SCA states that on condition of reciprocity or where it follows from such an agreement with a foreign state or with an intergovernmental organisation, the Government may provide for the application of the SCA in relation to other countries. The Government has provided for this by enacting the Swedish International Copyright Regulation ("SICR"), ("Internationella upphovsrättsförordningen"). 56 As a consequence of Sweden's ratifi cation of the WCT and the WPPT, the SICR is currently (February 2010) in the process of a far-reaching revision.
The SICR prescribes that the provisions of the SCA, including the provisions on moral rights, apply to (i) all works of BC nationals or persons who have their habitual residence in a BC country; (ii) works fi rst published in a BC country other than Sweden; (iii) works fi rst published in a non BC country and subsequently within 30 days in a BC country; (iv) cinematographic works the producer of which has his headquarters or habitual residence in a BC country; (iv) works of architecture constructed in a BC country; and (v) works of fi ne art incorporated to a building in a BC country or in some other way permanently fi xed to the ground in a BC country (SICR s.2). Subject to some qualifi cations, nationals and residents of WTO countries enjoy protection under the SCA (SICR ss.18 and 19). Protection is not aff orded to works where the protection has lapsed in the country of origin (SICR s.3, based on the comparison of terms in BC art.7.8).
As regards performers, the SCA and its protection for performances' moral rights is directly applicable to performances if they take place in Sweden. In addition, the moral rights in respect of a performance are protected by the SCA if the performer is a Swedish national or has his or her habitual residence in Sweden (SCA s.61 para.1).
In addition to the protection aff orded to performers and their moral rights directly by s.61 of the SCA, 57 performances carried out in Contracting States of the Rome Convention 58 are protected under the SCA (SICR s.13). Further, SICR provides a minimum level of protection for performers if they are nationals or habitual residents of a WTO country (SICR s.20).
Protection of "foreign" performers' moral rights by the SCA typically ends when the protection in the country of origin lapses (see, for example, s.14 of the SICR).
Following Sweden's membership of the European Union and the EEA, legal or natural persons from an EEA country are aff orded the same protection under the SCA as those of Swedish nationality (SICR s. 
Rights of paternity integrity, disclosure, retraction and access
The right of paternity
The right of paternity (attribution) is provided for in s.3 para.1 of the SCA, according to which the name of the author must be stated to the extent and in the manner required by proper usage when copies are made of a work, or when a work is made available to the public. The general rule is that the author's name must always be mentioned when copies are made of a work or when a work is made available to the public. The name to be mentioned is the author's real name or, if he so wishes, his pseudonym. The name must be mentioned in the spelling and in the manner which the author himself otherwise tends to use, in order to avoid confusion.
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The right of paternity is of a "moral" character since it protects the author's personal interest in having his name attached to the work that he has created. Indeed, this may also have economic implications for the author as he may be well-known and thus establish a reputation and goodwill, etc. However, the paternity right also secures the public's interest in knowing the name of the author of a specifi c work.
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The right of paternity applies to all types of authors and all kinds of works. The name must be stated to the extent and in the manner required by proper usage. The assessment of "proper usage" is not to be based on the author's own subjective assessment, but from an objective one. Hence, the name must be stated when to do so is in accordance with good practice and where it is not unreasonable, i.e. if it is diffi cult or impossible to mention the name. However, good practice is not the same as mere custom or usage. 61 For example, in a Danish case an author of a municipal report was found to have the right to be identifi ed as the author of the report.
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It follows that there are some situations where the name does not have to be stated. 63 According to the preparatory works, this is the case when, for example, music is performed in the context of worship or at a restaurant. Another example is on copies of certain works of applied art if, for technical reasons, it is diffi cult to affi x the name on each sample. 64 B.
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when a text or an image is used in advertising materials. 65 As a rule of thumb, attribution shall be carried out unless practical or ethical considerations indicate the opposite. 66 (Case law on the paternity right in relation to broadcasting is described below).
If a work is translated, both the name of the author of the original work and the author of the derivative work (translation) shall be mentioned. 67 The right of paternity has been interpreted by the Swedish Supreme Court in a case concerning an architect's drawings for a building. 68 When the building was altered, the architect's original drawings were altered, and in this context, the original architect's stamp of authorship was replaced by a new one. The court stated that each of these two measures, i.e. the removal of the stamp and the addition of another stamp, constituted violations of the architect's right of paternity.
Another case from the Swedish Supreme Court concerned a situation where a TV channel had failed to mention the name of the composer of the music for a poem by a famous Swedish poet (Gustaf Fröding). 69 The music was used together with the poem in a television program about the poet. The court found that the TV channel violated the paternity right of the composer. A similar case from the Danish Supreme Court concerned the showing of a fi lm where the name of the composer of one of the musical works in the fi lm was omitted. 70 This was found to be a violation of the composer's paternity right.
The obligation to state the name of the author applies not only when the work is used legally, but also when the work is used illegally. Thus, in the case of plagiarism, there can be an infringement not only of the economic rights, but also of the paternity right. 71 Further, the removal of the author's name from a copy of a work is considered to be in violation of the paternity right. 72 As mentioned above, s.11 para.2 of the SCA states, inter alia, that when a work is used on the basis of the provisions in Ch.2 of the SCA on limitations and exceptions to copyright, the source must be stated to the extent and in the manner required by proper usage. 73 
The right to publish the work anonymously or under a pseudonym
It is stated in the preparatory works to the SCA that the author has a right to remain anonymous if he so wishes, even if there are no explicit rules in this regard. 74 
Ghost-writing
According to s.7 of the SCA, a person whose name or generally known pseudonym or signature appears in the usual manner on copies of the work or when it is made available to the public, shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be deemed to be its author. The eff ect of this presumption rule is that the person indicated on the copies of the work will be deemed to be the author instead of the "ghost-writer" in the absence of proof to the contrary. (A "ghost-writer" may, when agreed upon in the publishing contract, waive his right to be mentioned as the author of the work with regard to clearly specifi ed uses of the work.) However, it is clearly stated in the preparatory works to the SCA that "according to fundamental principles within the right to the personality", the author himself must always have a right to be named. 75 The meaning of this in relation to "ghost-writing" is not clear, but at least it must be possible to waive moral rights to the extent that is warranted by the purposes agreed upon or the purposes intended with respect to the work at the time of its creation. 76 
The right to object to false attribution
The SCA does not contain a specifi c provision on false attribution. 77 However, s.20 of the Swedish Names Act 78 stipulates that, without being entitled to do so, no one may use for commercial purposes, to the detriment of a person having acquired a distinctive name, a trade name, trademark or any other distinctive sign that can easily be confused with that name. Thus, even if the provisions of the Names Act provide for some protection against the illicit use of an author's name, the Act is only applicable when the author's (distinctive) surname has been used for commercial purposes. Therefore an author, for example, has no absolute right to prevent the making and distribution of artistic works which are wrongly attributed to him in cases when they are not made by him.
There are, however, special provisions on "false attribution" in the Copyright Acts of the other Nordic countries. Section 74 para.1 of the DCA states that the name or signature of an author may not be placed on a work of art by anyone else without his consent. According to s.72 para.2 the name or signature of the author may not in any case be put on a reproduction in such a manner that the reproduction may be confused with the original. Similar provisions are contained in s.47 of the NCA and s.52 paras 1 and 2 of the FCA. In addition, according to s.52 para.3 of the FCA anyone who reproduces or makes available to the public a work of fi ne art shall make an indication/mark on the copy in such a way that it will not be confused with the original work.
Performers' paternity right
Correspondingly (SCA s.45 para.3), the performers' paternity right is identical to that provided to authors.
Photographers' paternity right
Correspondingly (SCA s.49a para.4), the photographers' paternity right is identical to that provided to authors.
The right of integrity
According to s.3 para.2 of the SCA, a work may not be changed in a manner which is prejudicial to the author's literary or artistic reputation or to his individuality, nor may it be made available to the public in such a form or in such a context as is prejudicial in the manner stated. 79 In short, this provision aims at protecting the author's "artistic" personality, as it is shown in the work, its structure, attitudes and sentiment. 80 According to the preparatory works of the SCA, changes in a work may consist of changes made in a single copy of a work, and of amendments to the work as such, without the need for a new copy being made. An example of the latter situation is when a work is performed on stage and is thereby modifi ed. Whether changes in a single copy of a work violate the right of integrity or not is determined by the circumstances of each case, in particular the value of the work from an artistic point of view and the purpose of the changes. Restorations of a work are usually allowed, even if the restoration results in a loss of the original character of the work. Moreover, it is not forbidden completely to destroy a copy of a work. 81 79 A similar provision is contained in s.3 para.2 of the FCA and DCA respectively. The wording of s.3 para.2 of the NCA is also of the same kind, but in addition it has the wording "or prejudicial to the reputation or individuality of the work itself." It is stated in the preparatory works to the NCA that a violation of the work normally would be a violation of the author, but that in many cases it would be more natural to say that it is the work that has been infringed. 
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The right of integrity also includes situations where a work is made available to the public in such a form or in such a context as is prejudicial to the author's individuality or reputation. This may be the case where the work is broadcast through radio or television or performed on a stage or in a concert in a form or in a context that is prejudicial to the author's individuality or reputation.
For the provision on the right of integrity to apply, the violation must impinge on the author's reputation or individuality as an author. The word "reputation" relates to the author's standing or status in the eyes of others, whereas the word "individuality" is concerned with the author's personal relationship/aff ection for his work. 82 However, the question of what is prejudicial to the author's individuality or reputation is to be measured by an objective yardstick-it is not suffi cient that the author feels off ended. 83 This objective yardstick is said to take account of the nature of the work and its importance from a literary or artistic point of view. Further, account should also be taken of whether it is clear that the work is in its original form or an altered one. If the work is said to be in its original form, the author has a justifi able interest that this remains the case. Of importance in this context is also the type of work in question: even minor adjustments to poetry may have important consequences. In other areas, such as instruction manuals, there will be greater room to make alterations without violating the integrity right. 84 Thus, the genre and putative area of use seem to be factors to be taken into account, as is the form of exploitation/use permitted by the author. As stated in the preparatory works to the SCA, the interests of the author, which the right of integrity intends to safeguard were, fi rst, his reputation in the eyes of others and, secondly, "the integrity of the work and the feelings that he as an artist may cherish for the work he has created." Indeed, violation of the right of integrity can be constituted by alterations which most persons would regard as enhancing the literary or artistic quality of the work, thus actually increasing the author's "honour", provided that the author's intentions or authentic experience are thereby changed (thus violating his "individuality"). See Swedish Government Offi cial Report (SOU) 1956:25 p.122. As stated by a distinguished scholar on moral rights, we are here facing the traditional view that the work is an extension of the author's personality, his "spiritual off spring", which he has a right to defend regardless of whether an attack on the work aff ects other people's opinion of him and the work. See S. a work is created for a practical purpose a user might be allowed to make alterations conditioned by that purpose, however much the author opposes them. 86 Outside the scope of the provision fall editorial amendments to a journalist's article made by the editor of a newspaper or insignifi cant translation or drafting mistakes. 87 In any case, however, such characteristics of the work as the ideas expressed, its viewpoint or substantive stylistic features must be respected. 88 If the author has reviewed and approved changes to the work, such changes are normally not considered an infringement of the integrity right. 89 The integrity right has been subject to interpretation by the Swedish Supreme Court in several cases, as follows 90 :
(a) Alterations to a television program, which had been produced by an employee, were not considered to be a violation of the integrity right.
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The program as a whole was intended to highlight the economic disparities in society. The court considered that the relationship between the sequences which had been cut and the rest of the program could not be considered in any way to illuminate the economic disparities in Swedish society, nor had the loss of the sequences decreased the fi lm's socially critical purpose or artistic value.
(b) An artist's posters of paintings showing naked women's bodies had been used as advertisements outside a pornographic cinema in Stockholm.
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The montage included very substantial alterations and two of the images had been broken down. Both this procedure and the alteration were considered to be in violation of the integrity right. Furthermore, the fact that the images had been mixed with images of a pornographic character outside a cinema with such a repertoire was also considered to be a violation of the integrity right, because the images had been made available to the public in such a context as was prejudicial to the author's individuality and reputation.
(c) Where commercial breaks had been inserted in the broadcasting of feature fi lms, the question arose whether these breaks constituted a violation of the fi lm directors' integrity right. 93 The Swedish Supreme Court found that the characteristic elements of a cinematographic work are the pattern of continued progress, the story, and the atmosphere created by the fi lm-including the use of image and sound, and that commercial breaks interrupt this process and the fi lm's atmosphere. Thus, a feature fi lm that is interrupted by commercial breaks must be said to have been changed within the meaning of the integrity right. According to the Supreme Court, the fi lm directors' integrity right had therefore been violated. The court emphasised that the commercial breaks violated the individuality, not the reputation, of the directors.
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Examples from the Danish courts are as follows:
(a) A sound track from a television broadcast was played as an introduction to a public meeting. 95 It had no connection with the purpose of the meeting. The Court of Appeal held the playing of the sound track was a violation of the author's right of integrity.
(b) The sound track from a TV broadcast, in which a member of the Danish parliament took part in a debate about public matters, was later on played as an introduction to a public meeting on the same subject. 96 The TV producers considered this separation of sound and picture to be a violation of their rights. The Supreme Court held, however, that the separation was no violation as it was not possible at the meeting to show the TV broadcast, and the important points of interest were to be found in the sound track.
(c) An article on sexual behaviour ("Misplaced chastity"), written by a medical doctor, was later bought and published by a weekly magazine.
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The article was illustrated by a photograph of a sculpture showing a young naked woman and a young naked man. The sculptor found this to be prejudicial to his artistic reputation and individuality, as the article dealt with sexual problems, and his work of art was meant to show just the opposite: togetherness, warmth and harmony. The Supreme Court found that there was no infringement, because the purpose of the article was to create more openness and harmony in sexual relations. Appeals held that the pan-scanning constituted a violation of the director's right of integrity but that he had waived his rights in accordance with s.3 para.3 of the DCA.
Travesties and parodies.-As explained in the preparatory works to the SCA, travesties and parodies are not to be considered acts of infringement of the integrity right. 99 The parody issue has been subject to a case before the Supreme Court. The case concerned the children's book character "Alfons Åberg" ("Alfi e Atkins" in English). 100 Fifteen lines from eight diff erent Alfons Åberg books were mixed with lines from a movie in such a way that the listener got the impression that "Alfons Åberg" participated in a dispute with a drug dealer, followed by a fi ght. The Supreme Court found that the radio sequence should be considered as an independent work and that the modifi cations made in the program which aimed to achieve a comic eff ect did not violate the integrity right of the author. 101 
Performers' integrity right
Performing artists are granted the same right of integrity as given to authors, i.e. protection of their reputation and/or their individuality (SCA s.45 para.3). In a case decided in 1968 by the District Court of Stockholm, an actress had without her consent been replaced by a naked "stand in" in certain scenes of a fi lm. 102 The court found that the added "scenes with the other woman, by reason of their extent and contents, essentially change . . . [the actress's] . . . appearance in the fi lm role" and that the actress's artistic individuality as a fi lm actress must be considered to have been infringed by this. 103 Photographers' integrity right Correspondingly (SCA s.49a para.2), the photographers' integrity right is identical to that provided to authors.
Other rights: disclosure and retraction
In the NCA and the FCA, there are special provisions on a right of access. According to Section 49, paragraph 2 of the NCA, if the possessor of the original version of a work prevents, without reasonable grounds, the author from exercising his exclusive economic rights, he may be ordered by a court to give the author such access to the work as the court fi nds reasonable. The court will reach a decision after taking into consideration all the existing circumstances, and may make the author's access to the copy conditional on his providing security, or impose other conditions. Such proceedings may only be brought by the author personally with the consent of the Ministry concerned. A somewhat similar provision is provided for in s.52a of the FCA.
C. Protection of moral rights by other causes of action
Quasi protection of moral rights
The protection of the author's moral rights may be said to be constructed according to the following pattern: around a "core" of rights, which provide protection against the grossest violations and which in principle cannot be transferred and can only to a limited extent be the object of a binding agreement (in Nordic law this core is contained in s.3 of the Copyright Acts of the Nordic Countries), there is an outer line of defence, consisting of rules which generally protect the same interests but can be set aside by contractual agreement. 104 For example, s.28 of the SCA prohibits changes in works which have been the subject of a transfer. The s.11, mentioned above, of the SCA also belongs to this "outer" defence. A further example consists of rules (which also can be set aside by contract) in ss.30 and 33 of the SCA; s.30 limits the assignment of the right of reproduction to a certain period and s.33 makes it a duty for a person acquiring a right to publish, to issue the work. In essence, these rules are intended to prevent "slave contracts" and excessively longterm and indefi nite commitments as regards literary and artistic creativity.
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Special provision on the protection of the "cultural interest"
With some diff erences in wording, the Copyright Acts of the Nordic countries provide for a special provision on the protection of the "cultural interest".
The main diff erence between the provisions on the Copyright Acts of the Nordic countries is that the Danish and Norwegian Acts make a connection between the right of integrity and the special provision on cultural interest, whereas the Finnish and Swedish Acts provide no such explicit connection.
According to s.51 of the SCA, if a literary or artistic work of a deceased author is made available to the public or reproduced in a manner which violates cultural interests, a court may upon complaint from an authority appointed by the Government issue an injunction restraining such performance or reproduction under penalty of a fi ne. The provision is intended to apply only to cases which are truly off ensive against the cultural heritage or the classic masterpieces. 106 It is not suffi cient that a (single) person who has particular knowledge of the area considers the re-issue of an older work to have shortcomings; it must be a question of a re-issue which appears grossly objectionable to the "educated public" in general. 107 Gross distortions of the tendency of a work would often seem to imply a violation of the cultural interest of the public. 108 However, it is made clear in the preparatory works that parodies and travesties do not fall under the provision, 109 and the Parliamentary Committee that prepared the law for acceptance by the Swedish Parliament expressed a certain hesitation about the proposed rule and stressed that it was important that it should be applied with caution. 110 The "authorities" appointed by the Swedish Government capable of bringing a case to court on the basis of this provision are, in their respective areas, the Royal Swedish Musical Academy, the Swedish Academy and the Royal Swedish Academy of Fine Arts. These authorities are, however, not obliged to take actions against alleged violation of s.51 of the SCA, but only have the power to do so, where they deem it appropriate. 111 There are no sanctions other than a prohibition under penalty of a fi ne. The provision does not prohibit destruction of a work. 112 The provision in s.51 of the SCA has yet to be relied upon. 113 It has been argued that the provision no longer has any relevance in practice. 114 Examples from the other Nordic countries of the application of the special provision on protection of the cultural interest include a Finnish case concerning a publishing house which had published, inter alia, "Alice in Wonderland", "The Last of the Mohicans" and "Tom Sawyer" in abbreviated versions without mentioning that the publications were not the original versions. The publishing house was found to be in violation of the cultural interests.
In a Norwegian case from 1964, the staging of "Ghosts" in a new Norwegian translation was not found to be off ensive to Ibsen or harmful to general cultural interests. Another case concerned whether the shortened and distorted way in which Grieg's music appeared in the movie "Song of Norway" was off ensive to Grieg's reputation and individuality. The court found that this was the case, but did not regard it as signifi cant enough to announce a prohibition on grounds of general cultural interests.
As mentioned above, the DCA makes a stronger connection between the author's right of integrity and the special provision on protection of the "cultural interests". According to s.53 para.1 of the DCA, even if copyright has expired, a work may not be altered nor made available to the public contrary to an author's right of integrity, if cultural interests are thereby violated. Violations of this provision are instituted by the public authorities. It has been subject to two court decisions. The fi rst concerned a musical work, "Venetian Serenade", composed in 1880 by a well-known Danish composer (Johan Svendsen). The work was brought out on gramophone record in 1962 under a new title, "Caterina", and with considerable changes in melody, rhythm, etc. The judgment of the Court of Appeal, which gained support from the Supreme Court, stated that: "[T]he composer Johan Svendsen is such a recognized and distinctive artist that cultural interests will be prejudiced if his serious works, among which 'Venetian Seranade' must be held, are distorted." 115 Another case concerned a fi lm producer who in 1975 had obtained a grant from the Danish Film Institute (an agency under the Danish Ministry of Culture) for the production of a fi lm on the life of Jesus: "Many faces of Jesus Christ". 116 When the Ministry realised that the fi lm was likely to be highly pornographic, the grant was cancelled on the ground that the fi lm would be an infringement of the moral rights of the Evangelists. The producer then sued the Ministry. The court held that it was so doubtful whether the fi lm-if made-would infringe the moral rights of the Evangelists that the cancellation was not justifi ed (thus implicitly stating that the bible was protected by the provisions on Moral Rights in the DCA). 117 For various other reasons, however, the judgment found in favour of the defendant. To sum up, according to Danish legal doctrine, the cultural interests protected by this provision are violated when the violation concerns a work or an author who belongs to the cultural heritage.
118 Nowadays, this concept of "everlasting right of integrity" is more or less regarded as defunct in the legal literature, e.g. on the basis that it nowadays is extremely diffi cult to establish any consensus or agreement on a permanent and general perception of the notion "cultural interests". Implicitly, the ruling in the "Venetian Serenade" is no longer good law.
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Duration of moral rights
Swedish law follows the current EC harmonisation measures. The same principles apply to all creations qualifying for copyright protection. Section 43 of the SCA provides for the basic rule that copyright, including all economic rights as well as moral rights, in a work subsists until the end of the 70th year after the year in which the author died. At that point the work enters into the public domain. The exceptions to this basic rule are described below.
Joint works
Section 43 of the SCA provides that copyright in a joint work subsists until the end of the 70th year after the year in which the last surviving author died.
Audiovisual works
Section 43 of the SCA provides that copyright in an audiovisual work follows the principles of a joint work, but with some qualifi cations. Copyright subsists until the end of the 70th year after the death of the last to die of one of the following persons: the principal director, the author of the screenplay, the 117 On this matter, see M. Koktvedgaard, "National report on moral rights in Denmark" (1993) ALAI p. 
D.
author of the dialogue, or the composer of the music specifi cally created for use in the work.
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Previously, the term of protection was calculated from the year in which the last surviving author died. A transitional provision from the amendment in 1995, by which the term of protection was extended from 50 to 70 years, stipulates that if the term of protection for a specifi c audiovisual work becomes shorter than would have been the case if the older provisions of the law applied, then the older provisions do indeed apply. The result is that an audiovisual work remains protected even though 70 years have passed since the death of the persons listed in s.43 of the SCA, mentioned above, provided that less than 50 years have passed since the death of some other recognised co-author, e.g. the cameraman (cinematographer).
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Anonymous works and non-published works
In the event that the author remains anonymous, i.e. his name has not been revealed or the work carries a pseudonym or signature that is not commonly known, s.44 of the SCA stipulates that the copyright subsists until the end of the seventieth year after the year in which the work was fi rst made public. 122 If the pseudonym or signature is commonly known, the standard term of 70 years after the death of the author in s.43 of the SCA applies. Where an anonymous work is made public in volumes, parts, instalments, issues, or episodes, the term of protection runs for each such item separately.
However, if the author discloses his identity or his identity becomes commonly known during the term of protection mentioned above, even without the author having taken the initiative, the standard term of 70 years after the death of the author becomes applicable. If, however, the author discloses his identity 70 years after the year in which the work was lawfully made public, the copyright will already have expired and the works will have entered into the public domain. 123 There are transitional provisions regarding revival of the protection for anonymous works due to the extension of the duration of the protection from 50 to 70 years. 124 another person or another legal entity. However, he may waive his moral rights. As stated in s.3 para.3 of the SCA: "[T]he author may, with binding eff ect, waive his right under Section 3 only in relation to uses which are limited as to their character and scope."
The provision regulates the author's possibility to waive his moral rights and limits the permissible scope of such a waiver. 125 Consequently, the author is not bound by a general waiver of his moral rights. No matter what the agreement between the author and his assignee or licensee says about moral rights, such a waiver cannot extend further than to uses that are limited in their character and scope. 126 However, the author may waive his right totally ex post particular events, when he is fully aware of the extent and nature of the amendments, etc. to his work. 127 Moral rights may be waived either explicitly or implicitly. A waiver is also valid when the circumstances of a transfer of the economic rights are such that moral rights must also be considered to have been waived. 128 The provisions on moral rights may seem to create great diffi culties in the exploitation of works of art and literature, notably because the rights cannot be waived except in respect of a use of the work which is limited in nature and extent. As regards the right of integrity, this means that the "hard core" of the author's personal and intellectual interests is always protected irrespective of what has been agreed. In this "hard core" there is an objective, abstract and contract-neutral protection of the author's personal relationship to his work which is fundamental and ineluctable in handling the works on the market. 129 This principle may seem reasonable in the case of valuable works of great literary or artistic merit-the hard core of classical copyright law-but is more dubious when it comes to works of a more ordinary or technical character. 130 In the normal course of life, however, moral rights do not present any serious obstacle to the exploitation of the works in the Nordic countries: normally, authors and their lawful successors in title rely on and respect contractual provisions about the use of their works, and the statutory provisions are seldom invoked. 131 
F. Remedies and penalties for infringement of moral rights
Generally
Sweden has implemented the EC Enforcement Directive, 132 but in some respects, the SCA off ers a higher level of protection for the copyright owner against violations of moral rights.
Reasonable compensation and damages
In cases where the violation of a moral right has been carried out intentionally, or as a result of negligence, compensation is payable for the moral damage that the violation has caused (SCA s.54 para.2 item3). 133 There is no requirement that the negligence be gross. Whatever the circumstances, the right holder is not entitled to any punitive damages. 134 Furthermore, according to procedural rules, a court may not order a defendant to pay higher damages than those claimed by the claimant. 135 The provisions on damages in the SCA apply to violations of an author's moral rights regardless of whether the exploitation of the work as such has been authorised by the author (e.g. by way of a licence of the economic rights). 136 The provisions on damages apply correspondingly to performing artists (SCA s.57).
The burden of proof to quantify the damages rests, in principle, with the right holder. However, a generally applicable provision in Ch.35 s.5 of the Swedish Code of Judicial Procedure allows the courts some discretion when setting the amount of damages in cases where the claimant encounters diffi culties in presenting evidence in this regard. 137 This provision stipulates that with respect to the extent of damages, if full proof of damage cannot be presented at all, or only with diffi culty, the court may estimate the damage at a reasonable amount. This may also be done if proving the actual damage can be assumed to entail costs or inconvenience not being in a reasonable proportion to the size of the damage and if the claimed compensation is a lesser amount than the likely actual damage. 
Injunctions
Upon a petition by the right holder or by a party that, on the basis of a licence, has the right to exploit the work, a court may issue an injunction prohibiting, under a penalty of a fi ne, a person who commits or contributes to a violation of moral rights, from continuing the violating acts (SCA s.53b). An injunction may be issued regardless of intent or negligence.
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The provisions on injunctions in s.53b of the SCA are supplemented by the general Swedish Procedural Fine Act ("Lagen om viten"). 140 The claim for an injunction put forward by the claimant must be precise with regard to the infringing acts to be prohibited. 141 If the claim is imprecise or otherwise too extensive, the court may limit the injunction within the scope of the claim put forward by the claimant.
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If the claimant shows probable cause that a violation is taking place and if it can be reasonably assumed that the defendant, through the continuation of the act, will cause a diminution in the value of the exclusive right, a court may issue an interlocutory injunction until the case has been fi nally adjudicated or is otherwise decided. Exceptionally, the court may issue an interlocutory injunction ex parte, if a delay would involve a risk of damage. The claimant must deposit a security with the court, normally a bank guarantee, to cover the injury that may be caused to the defendant. The court may dismiss a petition for an interlocutory injunction if the security is considered insuffi cient. 143 In exceptional cases, the court may relieve the claimant from depositing a security if the claimant is unable to make a deposit. It is a prerequisite for a petition for an interlocutory injunction under the SCA that proceedings on the merits are initiated at the same time or are pending (s.53b para.2).
In addition to the special provisions regarding interlocutory injunctions in the SCA, there are general provisions on security measures in Ch.15 s.3 of the Code of Judicial Procedure. These provisions may also be used in order to obtain an interlocutory injunction. However, they may also be applied when no proceedings on the merits are initiated at the same time or pending. 144 Injunctions, including interlocutory injunctions, may also be directed at acts constituting an attempt to, or preparation for, a violation of moral right.
The provisions on injunctions in s.53b of the SCA described above apply correspondingly to performing artists (SCA s.57).
Criminal sanctions
Anyone who commits an act that violates the moral right to a work may, when the act is committed intentionally or with gross negligence, be punished by fi nes or imprisonment for not more than two years (SCA s.53 para.1). Violations of performers' moral rights can also be prosecuted under the same conditions (SCA s.57). Criminal liability also applies to participatory acts and attempts to infringe as well as to preparatory acts under s.23 of the Criminal Code ("Brottsbalken").
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A conviction may result in forfeiture of property in relation to which a violation has occurred or forfeiture of the value of such property, forfeiture of tools (or the value of the tools) used in the violation, etc. (SCA s.53a).
IV. Exercise of Moral Rights
Chapter 3 of the SCA relates to the transfer of copyright. 146 Copyright may be transferred entirely or partially (SCA s.27 para.1). There are no formal requirements for copyright transfers in so far as economic rights are concerned. 147 However, as mentioned, 148 Swedish copyright law is based on the principle that the copyright of a work initially belongs to the natural person who has created the work. A transfer of the whole or a part of the copyright must thus be based on an explicit or implicit agreement.
Section 27 paragraph 1 of the SCA explicitly states that a transfer of copyright is subject to the limitation that follows from s.3 of the SCA concerning moral rights. Moral rights may thus not be transferred. As has been seen, the author may, with binding eff ect, waive his moral rights, but only in relation to uses that are limited as to their character and scope. The only exception to this rule concerns computer programs (SCA s.40a).
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The provisions on transfers of copyright in s.27 also apply to performing artists (SCA s.45 para.3). 
17-034
17-035
As regards the transfer of copyright at the death of an author, the provisions of the Marriage Code ("Äktenskapsbalken") 150 govern the division of property between spouses on inheritance, and will apply to copyright, after the death of the author. 151 The author may, with binding eff ect for the surviving spouse and heirs, give directions in his will concerning the exercise of moral rights or authorise somebody else to give such directions (SCA s.41 para.2). These provisions in s.41 also apply to performers (SCA s.45 para.3).
The assignment of the copyright in a work to a collecting society cannot include moral rights as these rights remain with the author. Hence the collecting societies cannot enforce any moral rights.
V. New Developments
In April 2008, the Government appointed a special committee of inquiry for the purpose of reviewing certain aspects of copyright law. The inquiry comprises a review of the provisions on the transfer of copyright, a review of certain issues concerning extended collective licences, and a review of the SCA in its entirety from the drafting and linguistic points of view. A fi rst report, on the issue of transfer of copyright and certain questions related to extended collective licences, will be submitted in April 2010. The fi nal report on the inquiry is to be submitted in the autumn of 2011. 150 Swedish Code of Statutes (Svensk författningssamling, SFS) 1987:230. 151 Section 41 of the SCA thus makes an exception to Ch.10, s.3 para.1 of the Marriage Code, which provides, inter alia, that rights "of a personal matter" must not be included in a division of property between spouses.
